Which Titles and Apps are under or
over-performing relative to their space?

VIZIBILITY™️

Where are your Titles and Apps being promoted?
Your VoD App or Titles are distributed across multiple Digital Storefronts
and Connected TV devices

(Set-top boxes)

(Streaming devices, Gaming Consoles and Smart TV’s).

the BULK of
users only see

5%

of content that is
available on digital
storefronts

...and
they scroll
through
even less.

What should Account Managers do?
Automatically tracking UIs across Connected TV sevices and Web Stores is vital. If
you can see all of your Titles and Apps in one place, and track your products across
their entire lifecycle from PVoD to TVoD, and SVoD to AVoD, you can negotiate
better spots and promotional opportunities with your distribution partners.

ENSURING COMPLIANCE

Are there any content distribution errors?

Ensuring that your content is on the
shelf with the correct metadata,
pricing and artwork assigned means
that viewers will be able to find,
stream, download or watch your
titles with ease.

over
released each
year in the US

new films
What should the Operations team do?
It’s important to keep track of your new release Titles to make sure they’ve gone
live on time and not too early. With increased VIZIBILITY™️ alongside your desired
avails and pricing information, you can identify where any compliance issues lie.
Being able to see all of your live artwork from within one central dashboard will
also give you the tools to ensure your product artwork is consistent and prominent
across the different storefronts.

UNDERSTAND PLACEMENT VALUE

Which Titles are under or over-performing
relative to their space?

To maximize your on-store presence you need to be able to understand
which strategies should be employed to increase ROI.

film studios

SPEND

$35 million

PER TITLE ON DISTRIBUTION AND PROMOTION

What can Marketing teams do?
Marketing teams need real time VIZIBILITY™️ to monitor campaign effectiveness
across digital storefronts, and further insight is needed to calculate the value
of different spots. By better understanding your Share of Voice against your
competitors, you can employ the most effective strategies and campaigns, and see
which parts of each storefront are Paid, Editorial or Algorithmic for the best ROI.

Looper Insights’ clients have collectively over 500m
users worldwide. Our VIZIBILITY™️ solution provides
streamers, VOD stores, CTV manufacturers, and Film/TV
distributors with the VIZIBILITY™️ they need to optimize
content positioning across Connected TVs and web
store platforms. Looper Insights’ new release and library
compliance tools eliminate distribution errors and our
SaaS model scales with our clients’ needs.

